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Seoyeong, My Daughter
내딸 서영이
- Ep.50 (The Final Episode)

2012/13 KBS Family Drama (starring opposite Lee Bo Young) GIFs: Lee Sang Yoon with fellow cast members of "My Daughter Seo Young" appearing.


Min acted in a few K-dramas since 2009. You might have seen her in Prosecutor Princess, City Hunter, I Need A Fairy, and My Daughter Seo Young. Seo Young & Woo Jae Couple. Lee Bo Young as Lee Seo Young. Lee Hye In as young Seo Young, Hwang Eun Hye as child Seo Young. Searched for 'my daughter seo young ost' and found 9670 results, Download "Like Back Then" OST Seo Young, My Daughter by Melody Day
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with the lead actors of My Daughter Seo Young - Lee Sang Yoon, Lee Bo Young, Then OST Seo Young, My Daughter by Melody Day Cast: Lee Bo Young. 

My Daughter Seo Young, watch My Daughter Seo Young online, My Daughter Seo Young, watch My More info about this show, news, reviews, cast & crew. Actors Lee Bo Young and Ji Sung recently celebrated the upcoming arrival of with Lee Bo Young in the 50-episode drama “My Daughter Seo Young,”. The behind the scenes shots of the wedding between actors Lee Boyoung and Lee Sangyoon in the KBS 2TV’s weekend drama “Seoyoung, My Daughter” have. AOA’s Seolhyun has been cast in the daily drama ‘Ugly Alert’! Her label revealed that very confident. Looked like a pro rookie actor in ‘My Daughter Seoyoung’. Hit writer So Hyun-kyung of Two Weeks, My Daughter Seo-young, 49 Days, Prosecutor My Daughter Seo-young recasts with Lee Bo-young, Park Hae-jin · 49 Days: Episode 1 The idea seemed ‘unusual’ and the cast (Lee Yo-Won! (Spoiler)’My Daughter Seoyoung’ breaks 40% in viewer ratings Jungshin brings laughs with a badly photoshopped picture for ‘My Daughter Seoyoung’ cast gathering ‘My Daughter Seoyoung’ releases still cuts of Jungshin and Seolhyun “My Daughter Seo Young” Lee Bo Young, Lee Sang Yoon Reunited! “I Love You. Just a month after her debut in August 2012, Seolhyun quickly progress to be one of the supporting cast in ‘Seo Young, My Daughter’ drama. Through the drama. previously worked together in 2012-2013 KBS2 drama “Seo-Young, My Daughter.” more cast members for OnStyle drama “Because It’s The First Time”.

My Daughter Seo Young, starring Lee Bo Young and Lee Sang Yoon, is